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 Traffic congestion has been one of the major performance limiting factors of 

heterogeneous networks (HetNets). There have been several load balancing 

schemes put up to solve this by balancing load among base stations (BSs), 

but they appear to be unfeasible due to the complexity required and other 

unsatisfactory performance aspects. Cell range extension (CRE) has been a 

promising technique to overcome this challenge. In this paper, a permutation 

based CRE technique is proposed to find the best possible formation of bias 

for BSs to achieve load balance among BSs. In comparison to the baseline 

scheme, results depict that the suggested method attains superior 

performance in terms of network load balancing and average throughput. 

The complexity of the suggested algorithm is considerably reduced in 

comparison to the proposed permutation based CRE method it is further 

modified from. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

To meet the flooding traffic demands, cellular networks are evolving towards heterogeneous 

networks (HetNets) by deploying small base stations (SBSs), e.g., femto-cells and pico-cells, which are 

different from macro base stations (MBSs) usually in terms of physical size, transmit power, simplicity of 

arrangement and expense [1]. A HetNet generally contains an MBS and several small cells, which are costly 

to manage and keep up. The cell edge users of a macro cell still connect to the MBS despite the availability 

of small cells nearby the cell edges; because of the high transmit power of MBS, unlike SBS. Mobile users 

must be effectively offloaded onto the small cell, which will improve the data rate as small BSs can provide 

more resource blocks compared to the congested macro-cell. Thus, by transferring more users to the small 

BSs, the load of the macro-cell can be decreased, and the MBS can better serve its users. Moreover, the load 

of BSs becomes more uniformly balanced as the users are distributed fairly among the small BSs. Hence 

there will be less burden on the MBS whereas the SBSs can be effectively utilized to maximize the  

capacity [2], [3]. 

Annually, an average mobile user is projected to download around 1 terabyte (TB) of data. 

Supporting this huge and fast expansion in information use and network is an amazingly overwhelming 

undertaking in present 4G keen frameworks. Accordingly, for expanding limit the remote interchanges 

cannot resist the urge to confront, the new difficulties of high-recurrence data transmission [4]. 5G and 6G 
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wireless communications envision smart systems with magnitudes of rise in bandwidth, wireless data rates, 

connectivity, and coverage together with energy consumption. There are several methodologies in the state of 

art to handle such challenges individually, but this project aims to deliver the multi-objective solution which 

is unique. Special attention will be given to minimize the cost of deployment of the network to make the 

research viable in practical application. The experimental study will develop a novel algorithm to achieve the 

5G and 6G based smart systems [5]–[7]. 

In a two-stage femto-cell network, there are two sorts of disruptions: cross-tier and co-tier.  

Cross-tier interference occurs when femto-cells and macro-cells use a common channel. When the physical 

resource blocks (PRBs) of femto-cells and macro-cells are the same, there is interference. There has been a 

lack of attention paid to the potential for interference between the electrical network and the femto-electrical 

cell’s system (FUEs). Co-tier interference, on the other hand, is interference between femto-cells [8].  

Femto-cells spread uniformly within the macro-cell, and as a result there is space between each of these cells, 

resulting in an evenly spaced cover. 

Using the same set of PRBs throughout a network of dispersed femto-cells can cause problems in 

both the uplink and the downlink. Direct links, backhaul links, and access links sharing the same set of PRBs 

can cause intracell interference. There is an inter-RN interruption when the same PRBs are used by two 

nearby nurseries. To describe the resulting interference as “intercellular disruption”, in a macro-cell that 

shares PRBs with a neighboring macro-cell will use the term “nearby macro-cell user” [9]. 

This project aims to solve the critical challenges to achieve smart systems of 5G and 6G network 

standards. During the most recent few decades, the world has seen a continuous, yet consistent development 

of versatile remote correspondences towards 2G, 3G and 4G networks. Other than this, with the consistently 

expanding ubiquity of savvy gadgets, at present, all IP based long term evolution (LTE) networks have 

turned into a piece of regular daily existence. As a result, user-oriented multimedia applications such as video 

conferencing, high-definition video streaming, online education, e-healthcare, and online gaming are 

becoming increasingly popular. These new apps are not only meeting the needs of consumers, but they are 

also opening up new business opportunities for operators, allowing them to raise their revenue [10], [11]. 

Bias or offset values can be applied to SBSs to extend the cell range, such that the end-user will pick 

the Pico base stations (PBS) because of its cell association criterion being greater than the MBS after adding 

bias. However, because to the discrepancy in transmit power between MBSs and PBSs, UEs in the increased 

service area of PBSs might suffer from significant interference from the MBS [12], [13]. It is therefore vital 

to investigate how the bias for each SBS may be correctly established. Several research have been done on 

load balancing. The link between cell load and the signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) was not 

taken into account in the research in [14]. Because each cell was merely estimated using the number of users 

in each cell, this may not be the most accurate way to measure the cell’s real load. For instance, each user’s 

traffic amount has a significant impact on cell load. If full queues are assumed at all base stations in a 

heterogeneous network with a CRE bias, outage and throughput of the entire network are negatively affected, 

according to [15]. However, as pointed out by [16]–[18], this assumption may not be accurate and has to be 

modified. In this research work, a permutation-based technique is proposed to determine the best bias 

formation for CRE to obtain load balance among BSs. Although this is a heuristic search, it can be used for 

all the BSs with consideration to find out the permutation that gives the improved network balance index 

(NBI) [19], [20]. 

 

 

2. SYSTEM MODEL 

One MBS and several picocells at the macrocell edge servicing several customers are taken into 

account in the down-link of a 3 GPP LTE-A network, as depicted in Figure 1. The total network is simulated 

in accordance with TR 36.872 and assumes orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA) with a 

frequency reuse factor of one (3 GPP, 2012 b) [21]–[23] with specifications shown in Table 1. S and U 

represent the sets of BSs (with s=0 denoting the MBS) and users, respectively. The available number of  

sub-channels in the heterogeneous network is represented by K and full physical resource block reuse is 

permitted in the heterogeneous network. bsu is stated as the association indicator where bsu=1 if user u 

associates with base station s, else bsu=0. The data rate or throughput of user u obtained on a sub-channel by 

base station s is modelled as Shannon’s capacity: 

 

𝑅𝑠𝑢 = 𝐵. log(1 + 𝛶𝑠𝑢) (1) 

 

where B is the bandwidth of a PRB and 

 

𝛶𝑠𝑢 = (𝑃𝑠. 𝐺𝑠𝑢)/(∑ 𝑃𝑖𝐺𝑖𝑢 + 𝑃𝐴𝑊𝐺𝑁𝑖∈𝑆|{𝑠} ) (2) 
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is the signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) between base station s and user u. In (2), Ps is the 

transmission power of base station s, Gsu is the gain of down-link channel between base station s and user u, 

PAWGN is the additive white Gaussian noise power. Pi is the transmission power of the interfering cells other 

than the transmitting BS s, Giu is their gain. It is expected that Gsu has been averaged over all physical 

resource blocks in the whole channel spectrum, i.e., frequency-selective fading and rapid fading, due to the 

assumption that cell selection is carried out over an extended period of time. There are no significant 

differences in SINR between base station s and user u during the association time because Gsu is constant 

regardless of dynamic channel fluctuations. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Layout of system model consisting 1 MBS, 3 PBSs and 100 users 

 

 

Table 1. The performance of 
Variable Power (kW) 

Macro cell radius 500 m 

Small cell radius 50 m 

Total number of sub-channels, k 100 
Sub-channel bandwidth 180 kHz 

Antenna gain 5 dB 

SBS transmit power 30 dBm 
MBS transmit power 43 dBm 

Noise power spectral density -174 dBm/Hz 

User noise figure 9 dB 
Shadowing standard deviation 10 dB 

PBS path loss model 140.7+36.7*log10(d) dB (d [km]) 

MBS path loss model 128.1+36.7*log10(d) dB (d [km]) 
Channel Rayleigh fading 

Number of trials 1000 

 

 

3. METHOD 

The introduced algorithm is presented in algorithm 1, serves to find the best bias of cell range 

extension individually for each of these Pico base stations (PBSs) to attain load balance across the network. 

The users are associated to the BSs by the best SINR received. It is assumed that the sub-channels are 

distributed to the users by round-robin scheduling, to minimize the complexity in the association part and 

also to study the effect of the proposed technique solely on the load balancing of the HetNets. The proposed 

method is a modified version of the permutation method with reduced complexity in terms of sorting a 

smaller number of formations. The bias range selected for the permutation method is from (0-20) dB 

following previous literatures [24], [25]. Permutation is a basic mathematical term which helps us to sort out 

all the possible formations of the variables present. Literature’s depiction of permutation as an orderly 

arrangement is diverse [15]. 

 

3.1.  k-permutations of n 

In certain combinatorics textbooks, the term “permutation” is used as a synonym for “ordered 

arrangements where no detail occurs more than once, but without the necessity of using all the components 
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from a given set. These are not variations except in exceptional circumstances; rather, they are natural 

features of the ordered association subject. Certainly, this utilizes frequently takes into account of thinking 

about preparations of hard and fast elements of k length taken from a given set of length n. The number of 

such k permutations of n is given by the product, 

 

𝑃(𝑛, 𝑘) = 𝑛. (𝑛 − 1)(𝑛 − 2)… (𝑛 − 𝑘 + 1) (3) 

 

which is zero when k>n, and otherwise is equal to (4). 

 

𝑃(𝑛, 𝑘) = 𝑛!/(𝑛 − 𝑘)! (4) 

 

The time period combination is strongly linked to this use of the permutation word. A combination of  

k-element of an n-set S is a k detail subset of S, the factors that might not be structured. by taking all the k 

detail subsets of S and arranging every of them in all feasible methods we acquire all the k-diversification of 

S. The quantity of k-mixtures of an n-set, C(n,k), is hence associated with the range of k-permutations of n by 

means of (5). 

 

𝐶(𝑛, 𝑘) =
𝑃(𝑛,𝑘)

𝑝(𝑘,𝑘)
=

𝑛!

(𝑛−𝑘)!∗𝑘!
 (5) 

 

3.2.  Permutations with repetition 

Ordered preparations of the elements of a hard and fast S of length n in which repetition is 

authorized are referred to as n-tuples, however, have now and again been referred to as permutations with 

repetition even though these are no longer permutations in standard. These are also known as phrases over 

the alphabet S in a few contexts. If the set S has k elements, the variety of n-tuples over S is: 

 

𝑃(𝑛, 𝑘) = 𝑘𝑛 (6) 

 

K-tuples have no restrictions on the number of times an element or variable appears. If restrictions are placed 

on the frequency of an element or variable, this component ceases to be valid. 

Here, the permutation possible for 3 PBSs is provided by (10), where n is the number of PBSs and k 

is the bias range. So, for 3 PBSs and (0-20) dB bias range, it becomes 213 = 9261 possible formations. 

Figure 2 shows the NBI versus permutation index graph, where we can point out the best possible bias 

permutation index that provides the maximum NBI. For each of the situations, like different number of users 

or change of channel parameters, the permutation index needs to be found out. Due to the situation change, 

the bias also needs to change to obtain the maximum network balance. Therefore, it becomes a little bit 

complex and not feasible although it gives a satisfactory NBI. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Proposed algorithm 

 

 

As there are too many permutations to sort out for each instance, the range we need to search should 

be decreased. Because we need to also consider the time it consumes to enhance the network performance 

along with increasing the capacity. So, it is necessary to find an idea to decrease this number of possible 

formations yet achieve almost the same best possible outcome. 

Therefore, the bias range has been reduced to minimize complexity. It is done by considering the 

traffic load of PBSs. By both theoretical calculation and simulation, it is concluded that the more the 
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deviation of users associated with PBS away from 10% of total users, the NBI drops. As we can see from 

Figure 3, the permutation index has become 180 which was 9,261 in normal permutation that indicates a 

considerable complexity reduction. To study this, we need to see through: 

 

𝑁𝐵𝐼 = 1 −
|𝑒−𝑎|

2∗𝑁
 (7) 

 

where e is the expected associated number of users to the BSs. Actual user count is counted as a, and total 

user count as N. We assume e to be 70% for MBS and 10% of total number of users for each of the 3 PBSs. 

This is considered according to their transmission power disparity. We can observe that the closer the actual 

number of PBS users to 10%, NBI comes closer to 1. From experiments as shown in Figure 4, it is seen that a 

which refers to the actual number of users associated to BSs, the individual PBS’s users are around 12-15% 

of total number when the NBI is maximum. At this point, the bias combination is observed to be 4-5 dB most 

of the time, for (20-100) users when there are 3 PBSs. For a greater number of BSs, the bias range drops 

because it needs a smaller number of users inside a further small area. This is because a greater number of 

PBSs means the area is further divided. So, for 3 PBSs in our system model, the extension observed is about 

200 m for 5 dB bias (40 m per bias) where we can find (12-15)% of total users to achieve maximum NBI. So, 

we can conclude if 12-15% is under 250 m (50+200) of a PBS, we need to look for 5 dB as maximum bias 

for it. Similarly, if 12-15% of total users are under 210 m (50+160), 4 dB is considered as maximum bias and 

so on. 

 

 

  
 

Figure 3. Network balance index for all the 

permutations of bias as regard to proposed method 

for 3 PBSs and 20 users 

 

Figure 4. Network balance index for all the 

permutations of 0-20 dB for permutation method for 

3 PBSs and 20 users 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The number of users linked simultaneously to the Pico base stations and macro base station has been 

depicted in Figure 5. It has been shown with regards to the different user number scenarios. The NBI versus 

the number of users graph is plotted for multiple users in Figure 6. ‘No bias’ depicts that the PBSs are not 

extended, and association is solely on best SINR among MBS and PBSs. For ‘fixed bias’, 12 dB has been 

used referred from recent literature. The best formation of bias for permutation method has been found out 

for (20-100) users and NBI is calculated. For permutation, bias range is set to 0-20 dB according to past 

literature. However, for the proposed method the bias range is managed to be decreased with respect to the 

traffic load. The range is 0-5 dB for proposed method. The result shows that NBI for proposed method is 

better than ‘no bias’ and ‘fixed bias’ and almost similar to the permutation method. The complexity is 

reduced a lot in the proposed method, which compromises for a slight drop at couple of instances. 

In Figure 7, the average throughput is graphed against the number of users. At all instances, the 

permutation method exceeds the baseline schemes whereas the proposed technique also performs neck to 

neck with the permutation method. Again, considering the complexity of the permutation method, the 

outcome of the suggested technique seems acceptable considering its feasibility. The suggested scheme 

performs better than ‘no bias’ and ‘fixed bias’ in all instances. To prove that the algorithm is extendable to a 

larger number of base stations, a 5-PBS system has been modelled as shown in Figure 8. Here, the number of 

users, MBS and all other network parameters are kept like the original system model as used. The positions 

of the PBSs are chosen randomly but fixed for all the trials. 
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Figure 5. Comparison of number of users connected 

to PBS and MBS 

Figure 6. NBI comparison for multiple number of 

users 
 

 

  
  

Figure 7. Average throughput performance for 

multiple number of users 

Figure 8. Layout for 1 MBS and 5 PBSs with multi-

users 
 

 

The NBI for the 5-PBS model is similarly measured and compared to the same schemes as shown in 

Figure 9. The performance of the permutation method is the best, but the proposed method also performs 

better in some instances. In Figure 10, the average throughput performance is observed to have a similar 

pattern for the permutation and proposed method. Thus, these two performs much better than the ‘no bias’ 

and ‘fixed bias’ method. The complexity of the proposed method is in fact much lesser than the permutation 

method. From above we can observe that as we increase the number of PBSs in the same MBS area, the 

maximum bias required to be searched for becomes less.  
 

 

  
  

Figure 9. NBI for different number of users Figure 10. Average throughput performance for 

multiple number of users 
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As a result, the complexity will also be lower because a smaller number of formations needs to be 

searched whereas if the maximum bias would have been more than it would be actually not feasible. For 

example, if the maximum bias needed to be searched for in 5-PBS model is 6 in place of 3, the total 

formations would become 75 than 45 This trend is shown in Figure 11. Also, each of the PBS will have a less 

percentage of associated users individually to achieve the load balance. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Trend of required maximum bias versus increasing number of PBSs 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this work, a permutation-based heuristic user association algorithm is suggested to locate the best 

bias formation based on the cell range extension (CRE) method for heterogeneous networks. Compared to the 

baseline techniques, the suggested solution outperforms them hands down, except for the initially proposed 

permutation method. The modified version of the permutation method has a considerably lower complexity, 

compared to initially proposed one. The proposed method is shown to be feasible, compatible, and 

extendable for load balancing in HetNets. 
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